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FOREWORD 

Compressed air energy storage (CAES) is a technique for supplying 
electric power to meet peak load requirements of electric utility 
systems. Using low-cost power from base load plants during off-peak 
periods, a CAES plant compresses air for storage in an underground 
reservoir—an aquifer, solution-mined salt cavity, or mined hard rock 
cavern. During subsequent peak load periods, the compressed air is 
withdrawn from storage, heated, and expanded through turbines to 
generate peak power. This relatively new technology offers significant 
potential for reducing costs and improving efficiency of electric power 
generation, as well as reducing petroleum fuel consumption. 

Based on these potential benefits, the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE) is sponsoring a comprehensive program to accelerate 
commercialization of CAES technology. The Pacific Northwest Laboratory 
(PNL) was designated the lead laboratory for the CAES Program. As such, 
PNL is responsible for assisting the DOE in planning, budgeting, 
contracting, managing, reporting, and disseminating information. Under 
subcontract to PNL are a number of companies, universities, and 
consultants responsible for various research tasks within the program. 

An important element of this program is to investigate phenomena 
that may be detrimental in the commercialization of CAES. One such 
concern is the "champagne effect". It is thought that the champagne 
effect may occur in a hydraulically-compensated hard rock cavern when 
air, dissolved in the water by diffusion through the air-water 
interface, rises to the surface with an increasing air volume fraction 
due to deaeration of water and decompression of the air in the 
decreasing pressure field. This process has the potential to cause a 
loss of cavern pressure or even blowout of the cavern. This report 
presents and applies an analytical model developed by Rowe & Associates, 
Inc., that can calculate the dynamic behavior of a hydraulically-
compensated CAES system. In using this model, it has been determined 
that the champagne effect is unlikely to cause significant problems for 
a properly designed CAES system. 
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Other than comparison to Helmholtz oscillators there was no attempt 
to validate the model predictions. The reason for this is that there is 
virtually no data available relevant to operation of compensated hard 
rock CAES reservoirs under the conditions simulated. Data has been 
gathered in an 18 bar facility in Luxembourg; however, that data is 
unavailable to U.S. researchers. Physical modeling studies are 
currently underway at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and this data 
will be available at a later date. Furthermore, the Electric Power 
Research Institute is supporting research which will better define 
physical processes germain to the "champagne effect" at pressures up to 
80 bar. Once these data becomes available, validation of the computer 
model and its predictions can be performed. However, until that time, 
the results here serve to characterize reservoir behavior under 
conditions and assumptions thought to be conservative in the sense that 
the predicted "champagne effect" will be more severe than might be 
realistically expected. 
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SUMMARY 

A computer program was developed to calculate the dynamic response 
of a hydraulically-compensated compressed air energy storage (CAES) 
system, including the compressor, air pipe, cavern, and hydraulic 
compensation pipe. The model is theoretically based on the "two-fluid" 
model in which the dynamics of each phase are presented by its set of 
conservation equations for mass and momentum. The conservation 
equations define the space and time distribution of pressure, void 
fraction, air saturation, and phase velocities. The phases are coupled 
by two interface equations. The first defines the rate of generation 
(or dissolution) of gaseous air in water and can include the effects of 
supersaturation. The second defines the frictional shear coupling 
(drag) between the gaseous air and water as they move relative to each 
other. The relative motion of the air and water is, therefore, 
calculated and not specified by a slip or drift-velocity correlation. 

The total CAES system is represented by a nodal arrangement. The 
nodal sizes are arbitrary, but require the assumption of one-dimensional 
flow. The conservation equations are written for each nodal volume and 
are solved numerically. System boundary conditions include the air flow 
rate (defined by compressor characteristics), atmospheric pressure at 
the top of the compensation pipe, and air saturation in the reservoir. 
Initial conditions are selected for velocity and air saturation. 
Uniform and constant temperature (60°F) is assumed. The equations are 
solved numerically by a digital computer. 

The analytical model was used to investigate the dynamic response 
of the proposed Potomac Electric Power Company (PEPCO) system being 
designed by Acres American. Investigative calculations considered high 
and low water levels, fully and partially air-saturated water as an 
initial condition, a variety of air-charging rates, modifications to the 
functional form of the air source, and a range of wall and interfacial 
friction factors. 
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For all cases investigated, the cavern response to air-charging was 
a damped oscillation of pressure and flow. Detailed results are 
presented for a low water level initial condition, representative of a 
"worst-case" charging cycle. These conservatively oriented calculations 
indicate that the Champagne Effect is unlikely to cause blowout for a 
properly designed CAES system. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
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Section I 
INTRODUCTION 

Hydraulically-compensated caverns are being considered for 
compressed air energy storage (CAES) applications. In this concept, 
high pressure air is stored in a deep mined cavern; the pressure is 
maintained by the hydrostatic heat from a surface reservoir adjacent to 
the cavern. Water in the cavern is displaced to the reservoir during 
energy storage periods. The water reenters the cavern as air is fed to 
a gas turbine during energy withdrawal. 

During the air storage period, air dissolves in the water by 
diffusion through the air-water interface. Although this process is 
slow, the impact of fully air-saturated water could be a problem. As 
air-saturated water flows up the compensation pipe to the reservoir, the 
pressure would decrease and the air would come out of solution to form 
bubbles (Champagne Effect). This two-phase air-water mixture would flow 
to the surface with an increasing air volume fraction due to deaeration 
and decompression of the air in the decreasing pressure field. The net 
result would be a reduced hydrostatic head on the cavern, which could 
drive the flow even faster. Further, the flow could be unstable, 
resulting in loss of cavern pressure and eventual blowout. This could, 
in turn, lead to loss of substantial energy and possibly cause property 
damage and personal injury. 

Previous analyses have identified the nature of the Champagne 
n 2 si 

Effect problem1 9 9 J. Although they provide important insight, these 
previous studies have generally been limited to a consideration of the 
separate effects or have used rather simplified models for two-phase 
flow. The dynamic behavior of the two-phase flow still required more 
comprehensive description. 

In response to this need, Rowe & Associates, Inc., subcontracted 
with the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to develop an analytical 
model capable of fully describing the dynamic behavior of a 
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hydraulically-compensated CAES system. The resulting model, documented 
in this report, also includes the space and time distribution of air 
saturation, void fraction, pressure, and fluid velocity. The model also 
considers other effects of importance to cavern analysis, including 
relative phase motion of the system's air and water, and 
supersaturation. 

This report presents the theoretical basis, solution method, and 
verification of the model. Results of an analysis using the model are 
also presented. A complete description of, and user instructions for, 
the model are appended to the report. 



Section II 
CONCLUSIONS 

The analytical model provides a theoretical basis and computational 
procedure to calculate the dynamic response of the compressed air energy 
storage system including the compressor, air pipe, cavern, and hydraulic 
compensation pipe. 

The analytical model has been used to investigate the dynamic 
response of the proposed Potomac Electric Power Company (PEPCO) CAES 
system. Calculations performed on the proposed PEPCO system design 
showed that, for all air-charging rates considered, the cavern response 
was a damped oscillation of the pressure and flow. Results of model 
calculations suggest that certain variations in system parameters will 
reduce the Champagne Effect: 
• design parameters 

- include deep surface reservoir 
- provide cavern bottom contouring 
- modify design (not yet considered): e.g., U-bend, flow-

restricting orifice, pipe diameter 
• operational parameters 

- reduce compressor start-up rate 
- reduce compressor flow rate 
- impede air dissolution rate 
- charge from high water level 

• correlation parameters 
- increased wall friction 
- reduced interfacial friction 
- model nonequilibrium air source. 

Results for a low water level initial condition, representative of 
a "worst case" charging cycle, indicate that the Champagne Effect is 
unlikely to cause blowout for a properly designed CAES system. 
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Section III 
ANALYTICAL MODEL 

This section presents the theoretical basis for the analytical 
model including the conservation equations of mass and momentum and 
the constitutive equations for closure. The theoretical model is adapted 
from the "two-fluid" modelling philosophy which has emerged as a current 

[A 5*r 
state-of-the-art approach for considering two phase flowL * A

. The 
basic approach is to write the conservation equations for each phase, 
and then to couple them by interface equations (jump conditions). The 
methodology has had considerable success for complex two-phase flow 

T41 
situations in nuclear reactor safety technologyL J

. 

CONSERVATION EQUATIONS 
Equations describing the conservation of mass and momentum for the 

air, liquid and dissolved air are used to calculate the thermal-hydraulic 
response of the compressed air storage facility as a function of time. 
The equations are presented for one-dimensional flow which is assummed 
for the analysis. 

Conservation of Mass 
The mass conservation equations, in differential form, for the three-

constituents of the flow are: 

for the gas, 

for the liquid, 

Itvi
 + WA ■ °

 (3
-
2) 
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and for the dissolved air, 

l a P* + | a p*U = Sg
 (3

'
3) 

Where void fractions (a ), densities ( p) and velocities ( U ) are each 
subscripted 1 , a or g to represent liquid, dissolved air and gas, re
spectively. The air source, S , couples the two air fields and can model 
both dissolution and deaeration. 

Assuming U^ = U,, a a = 0 and that the volume of liquid does not s i a 
change with the amount of dissolved air, dpJdp = 0, Equation (3.3) 
can be written as 

ttV.
 + &VS* ■ -

s
*

 (3
-
4) 

where = lb dissolved air 
ft liquid 

Equations (3.1, (3.2) and (3.4) are the phase mass conservation equations 
used in this analysis. These equations define the space and time mass 
distributions of air, liquid and dissolved air as a function of their 
repspective mass flow rates and the air source. 

Conservation of Momentum 
The momentum equations are: 

for air as a gas, 

~ a p U + ~ a p U = -a ^ - + g a p - x fc 
3 t g

p
g g dx g

H
g g g 3x * g

K
g u)g ^ 5 j 

for l i q u i d , 

-i„ - x + S U 
£g ag g a 

a a 2 3P 

ftV£U£+ lxV£U* = -a£^+gV£ 
(3.6) 
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and for dissolved air, 

| a p*U | a p*U2 = -a ̂  + g a p* 
3t aHa a + 8x apa a 8x * aHa (37) 

-t - X0 - S U + T au) £a g a ag 
Surface tension forces are not included because the pressure is assumed 
equal for all phases. Shear forces are defined as: x , between the 
wall and the gas,xw£ , between the wall and the liquid, x , between the 
wall and the dissolved air, x „ , between the gas and the liquid, x , 
between the liquid and the dissolved air, and T , between the gas and 
the dissolved air. It should be noted that the equations are coupled 
by interfacial shear and by the air source momentum exchange (S U ). 

g a 

Equations (3.6) and (3.7) are added to provide a mixture momentum 
equation for the liquid and dissolved air. Applying the same assumptions 
as before (u = u £, <*a = 0, 3p£/3pa = 0 ) , the result is 

| t(P £
 + Pa) " £U £ + |xcr£(P£ + Pa)U| = -cr£ f 

+ « «£(Pi + Pa
} + hg ûift - Sg U* (3-8) 

Details of the solution make it convenient to convert the conserva
tive form of the momentum equations to the transportive form. For air 
as a gas, this is accomplished by multiplying the vapor continuity equa
tion by U and subtracting the result from Equation (3.5). For the dis
solved air and liquid mixture, it is accomplished by subtracting the 
liquid and dissolved air continuity equations multiplied by U, from 
Equation (3.8). The resulting momentum equations are: 

for air as a gas, 

VJt", + *,B*Dt = -°*& * * Vl (3.9) 
- T -Xr + S.U„ - S_Û  Cu>g l£g g A 8 S 
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and for the liquid-dissolved air mixture, 

Vi> ltU£ + a£p£U£ I x V " a£ SI + 8V£ 
+ X^8 " Tw* (3.10) 

In this final step it has been assumed that the dissolved air/gas inter
facial shear, x , is insignificant and it has been neglected in Equation 
(3.9), and that the contribution of p in the liquid/dissolved air 
mixture momentum equation is insignificant with respect to pl ( ̂ y < -002 
for typical design conditions) and p has therefore been neglected in 
Equation (3.10). 

Conservation of Energy 
It is presently assumed that the system operates at constant tempera

ture (60° F in the sample calculations); therefore, the liquid and vapor 
energy equations are not explicitly solved. While this approximation 
would likely have little effect on the liquid phase calculations, it 
could significantly affect the gas phase results due to the linear temp
erature—specific volume relationship of the gas. 

Assuming air behaved as a polytropic gas, Mollendorf1- ^ compared 
gas decompression for the adiabatic and isothermal cases and demonstrated 
that the isothermal case represents a worst case approximation as it con
cerns the Champagne Effect because gas density and total hydrostatic head 
in the compensation pipe are minimum for the isothermal approximation. An 
analogous argument can also be made for gas within the cavern; however, 
the effect is less here because the cavern pressure change is only a few 
psia whereas the pressure change for bubbles rising from the bottom to 
the top of the compensation pipe can be as large as 1000 psia. 

The isothermal approximation is therefore consistent with the desire 
to provide a conservative estimate of the Champagne Effect. Alternatively. 
the isothermal result could be achieved by including the gas and liquid 
energy equations in the analytical model and assume large heat transfer 
rates to force uniform temperatures. 
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The energy equations have not been included in the current model 
because doing so would introduce additional calculation time to solve 
the equation set and because the isothermal case is expected to yield 
the most conservative results. It is possible however to refine the 
solution algorithm to include temperature changes, and this might be a 
valuable addition at a later date to allow best estimate calculations 
versus the conservatively oriented approach in the present model. 

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

The conservation equations require equations of state for the liquid 
and vapor densities and for the saturation concentration of dissolved 
air. Interfacial shear,wall shear, and the air source must also be speci
fied for closure. 

Equations of State 

Equations of state are required to define the density of the three 
constituents. The equations are: 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

where a constant temperature (T ) has been assumed. The liquid is as
sumed to be incompressible, thus, the density is constant and defined 
at constant temperature (T ). The gas density is defined by the perfect 
gas law where M is the molecular weight of air (28.97) and R is the uni
versal gas constant. The density of dissolved air, defined as the mass 
of dissolved air per unit volume of water is defined by Henry's law for 
solubility'- \ The Henry's law constant is actually a function of pres
sure and temperature. The values of H used in the analysis are shown in 

p * = 

p g = 

s a t 

P £ (To) 

P M /RTo 
g 

n M /M 
H(To,P) p £ V £ 

Figure III-l. Values of H atatmospheric pressure are available in 
jrry1 
,C7] 

Perry's Handbook (pg. S^S)*- -". The pressure variation of H is given 
by1 

H (To,P) = H (To,l) + 433.8 (P-l) ^3'14^ 
9 
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80 100 

Figure I1I1. Henry's Law Constant for Saturation. 
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where P is the pressure in atmospheres and the units of H are atm
moles water/moles air. 

The mass fraction of air dissolved in water by Henry's law (Perry, 
pg. H3) is 

P
 M

s 
c = * (3.15) 

H(To,P) M V ; 

where M and M, are the molecular weights of air and water, respectively. 

Figure II12 presents a plot of the air saturation as a function of 
temperature and pressure* \ It is obtained from the values of H in 
Figure IIIl and is derived from the equation 

(
VVP1

 = — L
—
 (

W
 (p

£
/p
*
}
P=l

 (3J6) 
8 *

 F X H(To,P)
 8 * *

 8 * L 

Note that for a saturation pressure of about 65 atm, the volume of air 
is about the same as the volume of water. This translates to a void 
fraction of 0.5 or less when fully saturated cavern water at 65 atm under
goes decompression to 1 atm. Void fractions in the compensation pipe 
would be much lower than this because of hydrostatic compression. Void 
fractions of this magnitude indicate bubbly flow. Slug flow behavior 
is unlikely. 

Air Source 
The functional form for the air source is assumed to be 

S 

where 

K 
8 

, ■ V  )
 (
'aPa8at) (3.17) 

4 
10 ; p

a " pa > ° ) (
3

18
) 

sat 
0 ; Pa  Pa < o 

sat 
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Figure 111-2. Volume Fraction of Air Dissolved in Water As A Function 
of Pressure and Temperature. 
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The assumed coefficients (K ) force the dissolved air to be released at 
nearly equilibrium, but will not allow air to reenter the water should 
the dissolved air concentration fall below the saturation value. 

The general form of the air source is important because theoretically 
or experimentally determined values of K may be easily incorporated into 
the model at any time. The values shown here force a large amount of 
gaseous air to be present at any time and provide an upper bound for the 
rate process. 

Delayed nucleation and oversaturation can be modeled by requiring 
a defined threshold. In that case, K would be zero until Pa - PagAT > 
where 6p is the oversaturation threshold. The rate process of nuclea
tion can be modeled through the value of K . Comparative calculations 
have investigated the consequences of reducing K to force lesser amounts 
of air release and of incorporating delayed nucleation. For the cases 
investigated, the most conservative results are obtained using an air 
source which allows the maximum amount of air release from the liquid. 

Interfacial Shear 
Interfacial shear is postulated to be of the form 

V = Ki lUrl Ur (3'19> 

As previously discussed, the void fractions are relatively low in most 
CAES applications, therefore, the bubbly flow regime is appropriate and 

[Al 
the bubble drag coefficient, K., is given byL J 

K. = C, a p£ (3.20) 
2DT 
D 

The bubble diameter, D. , is selected based on a critical Weber number 
T41 b 

of 25L J, therefore, 
K = (Wb o) I (PoU 2̂) 

crit b " -b .»> ' ^ r ' (3.21) 
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The coefficient, C, is selected based on the bubble Reynolds number and 
is defined byL J 

240. 

24.0 / Re. 

Re, < .1 
D 

.01 < 2.0 

18.7 / Re, ; Re, > 2.0 
where 

(3.22) 

Re b = H Ur Db ' H (3.23) 

For a > .999 and a < .001, C. is set to a large number to force equal 
velocities in these cases. 

The relative velocity, U , is defined as 

ur " Ug U£ (i-ord) ] 
(3.24) 

where a. is the volume fraction of the dispersed phase. This defini
tion of the relative velocity has been offered by Ishii and Chawla*- * 
to account for phase distribution effects across the pipe cross-section. 
Equation (3.24) can be simplified by introducing the definition of the 
volumetric flux, j , 

j = otUg + ( l -oOl^ (3.25) 

to obtain 

u = { i - *i£s=ll } u 
( l -« d ) • 

{ 1 + (l-«) ^ ^ } ve 
( l -« d ) 

It is convenient to define the relative velocity as 

(3.26) 

u Co U - Co0 U„ v g 2. Z (3.27) 

where C and C , follow immediately from Equation (3.26) 
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The phase distribution parameter, C , is defined as 

C
o
 = <j> <a> (3.28) 

where the brackets, < > , are used to define area averaged values. The 
distribution parameter equals 1.0 for uniform distributions of velocity 
and void fraction. For developed bubbly flow in a pipe, bubbles tend to 
position in the higher velocity, central region and C is then greater 
than 1.0. The effects of C can be illustrated by comparing two cases. 
The first is for C = 1.0, uniform profiles, for which the relative velo
city as defined by Equation (3.26) becomes U = U  U.. The second case 
is C > 1.0 and, for U and U, positive, phase distribution effects re
duce the relative velocity and hence reduce the interfacial shear for 
given U and U,. 

9 1 

Comparative calculations in CAES have demonstrated that C > 1.0 
results in a reduction of Champagne Effect induced oscillations because 
calculated values of U  U, are greater that that using C = 1.0 and 
more vapor consequently escapes from the compensation pipe. Therefore, 
the conservatively oriented calculations provided here use C =1.0. 

Wall Shear 

Wall shear is treated in the standard manner by assuming 

\ k  * « 5 ♦ E »
 (
°""k I "* I "* (3.29) 

where the subscript, k, is used to denote either the liquid or gas phase. 
C . is a loss coefficient used to represent orifices and other sources of 
nonrecoverable losses. Unless otherwise stated, C. = 0.0, in the reported 
calculations. The friction factor, f, is presently evaluated using a 
standard tube correlation, 

b > (
3

3
°) 

f = MAX { a Re
 D + c, d } 
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where 
Re = |(pu) D/u (3.31) 

316 (3.32) 

.25 

0.0 

.015 

(pu) = a p U + «£p£U£ 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

u = { JL + ilX , -1 (3.37) 

X = |agpgUg|/|(pu)| (3-38) 

This correlation represents the homogeneous friction model when U = U,, 
which it need not in this analysis. However, this model was selected 
because the homogeneous correlation generally provides a smaller value 
for friction factor at the void fractions of interest in comparison to 
many other commonly applied correlations. This choice is therefore con
sistent with the conservative orientation of the model because reduced 
friction accentuates the Champagne Effect. 
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Section IV 
SOLUTION METHOD 

There are two parts to the development of the solution process. 
The first is the establishment of an equation set which describes the 
phenomena of interest, and the second is the use of an applicable solu
tion algorithm to solve the chosen equation set. 

A finite difference numerical method is used to solve the equations 
of the previous section. The CAES system is represented by a number of 
connected control volumes or, as they are interchangably called, finite 
difference cells with the finite difference method. Each control volume 
simulates one part of the system and all thermal-hydraulic quantities 
are determined for each cell at incremental time steps. 

An equation set is established by applying the generalized conser
vation equations presented in the previous section to the finite differ
ence cells. Figure IV-1 shows the control volumes and the placement of 
variables within those cells. It should be noted that a standard stag
gered cell approach is used where the momentum equation is written for 
momentum cells and the continuity equation is written for continuity 
cells. The desire to use those definitions stems from requirements of 
the solution algorithm. 

The finite difference equations for the mass conservation equations 
presented in Section III are written as follows: 

Gaseous Air 

(0fpg " a p ? j Vc ' A t + Fgj " Fgj-l = s« ( / U ) 
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Figure IV-1. Calculational Cells. 
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where 

F . = (/V^ A). gj Kg 8 J 
(4.2) 

Water 

{ (l-a)p£- (1-cOp/L V C /At + F - F = 0 (4.3) 

where 

hi = f Ci-^pfo/] . (4.4) 

Dissolved Air 

[(l-a)pa - (l-q)pan1. V + Fa. - Fa. = - S 
At J c J J"1 At gj (4.5) 

where 

Faj = [ (l-a)*np*n U£ A ] . (4.6) 

The continuity cell volume is denoted by V , All quantities are under
stood to be at new time (n + 1) except those denoted by the old time (n). 
The superscript * denotes a central cell value assigned at a cell boun
dary. Donor assignment is determined by the velocity where, for example, 

n 

a 
a. U > 0 g ~ 

aU • u
g < ° 

This is a standard assignment used in computational fluid mechanics and 
is necessary for numerical stability. 
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The momentum equations presented in Section III are written as 
follows: 

Gaseous Air 

n n n 

S S J m J g P J 

+ g (orp)J V - K . V U - V K ( a p ) n lu I U 
g m l m r m gu> K ' g ' g1 g 

vi* 
(4.7) 

* S* CU* " V 
Water and Dissolved Air 

(F£-Fj) Vm/(AAt) + Fjj (AU,)* = ( l-«) Ap (P.-P.+ 1) 

+ g"7l=55p* Vm + K.VmUr - KM Vm ( l - a ) n p £ | D £ | U£ 

(4.8) 

The momentum flux terms are evaluated at old time (n) and use donor ce 
assignment 

(AU)* 
U. - U. , ; F. > 0 
J J-l J -

U>jun - U. ; F. < 0 
(4.9) 

The momentum cell volume is given by V . The other averages are defined, 
for example, as 

(4.10) 

«Ap = h { («Ap). + (oA p) j + 1 } 
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and 

<*fT = [ (crp ). V ' + (ap).^ V +] / V . 4.10 
g g J m J+l m J mj 

where Vm and Vm are the volumes of the j+l and j continuity volumes, 
respectively, residing in the j momentum cell. The numerical method 

T3l selected to solve this equation set is similar to the ICEU J algorithm 
developed at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. The method is itera
tive and implicit except for those terms indicated at old time (n). Due 
to the inclusion of the explicit terms, time step size is limited by a 
Courant condition. This limits time steps to be less than the fluid tran
sit time through a computational cell. 

The solution consists of two principal parts. The first is to solve 
for tentative new time flows from the momentum equations using presently 
known values for pressure, density and void fraction. These new flows 
satisfy the momentum equations but, in general, they do not satisfy the 
mass conservation equations. The second part of the solution is an itera
tive procedure where the flows, pressures, densities, dissolved air con
centration, and void fractions are updated such that the momentum equa
tions remain satisfied and the residual error in the mass conservation 
equations is reduced. The iteration procedure continues until the maxi
mum mass conservation error in any finite difference cell is less than 
a selected value. 

The iterative part of the solution is based on the volumetric form 
of the mixture mass conservation equation written as a function of known 
quantities and new time pressure; all dependent variables having been 
replaced by relationships which are themselves functions of only known 
quantities and new time pressures. 

Completing this rearrangement changes the problem from one of many 
unknowns and many equations to one equation, the volumetric mixture mass 
conservation equation, and one unknown, pressure. The resulting equa
tion is nonlinear in pressure and therefore requires iteration for solu
tion, but the overall solution is more easily accomplished, and therefore 
is relatively economical, with respect to alternatives. 
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Details of the solution are presented in the following order having 
the indicated objectives: 

1. Statement of the volumetric mass conservation equation to 
detail which variables must be replaced as functions of 
pressure; 

2. Obtain the appropriate functional relationships of variables 
indicated in (1) to enable the composition of the desired 
pressure equation; and, 

3. Provide details of the pressure solution and back substitu
tion used to evaluate dependent variables. 

Volumetric Continuity Equation 

The volumetric mixture mass conservation equation is a key to the 
solution method in that all variables within it will be replaced by 
functions of known quantities and new time pressure. The first step in 
the derivation requires expanding the temporal terms of Equations (4.1) 
and (4.2) and dividing each by p . V to obtain: 

for the liquid, 

[ (1-cO - (l-oOn ]/At + [ F£j - F £ j - 1 ] / (p£j vc) = o 

and for the vapor, 

(4.11) 

[ a - ofn ]/At + ofn [ p - p ]/(p At) + [ F . - F . 1/ 

s s g gj gj-i 

(Pgvc) - sg/(Pgvc) 

(4.12) 

where it has been assumed that the liquid density is constant. The volu
metric mixture mass conservation equation is the result of adding Equa
tions (4.11) and (4.12) 

n 
a° [ P - P ] / ( p At) + [ F „ . - F-. , )/(p0V ) + [ F . - F . , ] / ( p V ) (4 .13 ) g 8 g £j * J - i J ' V K £ cJ gj g j - 1 J , V f g cJ 

- S / ( p V ) = 0 
g g c ?9 



It is evident from Equation (4.13) that to obtain the desired pres
sure equation, p , F , F, and S must be stated as functions of pres-

g v 1 g 
sure. Pressure relationships for F, and F are obtained from the momen
tum equations, that for Pg is available from the equation of state, 
and for the air source, s = K(i-a) (p - p o e .) , it is obtained 

& a. 3S31 
from the equation of state for p t and the continuity equation for 
p . Specifics of the required equation manipulations follow. 

F, and F as Functions of Pressure 
The momentum equations must be rearranged and solved simultaneously 

to obtain the liquid and vapor flow rates as a function of pressure be
cause the interfacial shear, contains contributions from both the liquid 
and the vapor. 

Old time quantities are first combined and defined as follows: 

n n n * (4.14) 
L = h + ̂ m I \ W " h AU4 ] 

a n n * 
V11 = F + AAt/V [ V op g - F AU 1 (4.15) 

g m m "g g g 

Equations (4.6) and (4.7) are then rearranged to obtain 
F * RKL = Ln + AAt/V x, m 

(4.16) 
n n 

[ g (P. - P.^J (l-or)A + V K.C /(a p A) F ] c v j j+l p m I ov' rg g 
n 

F * RKV = V11 + AAt/V [ g (P. - P._) aA + g m *c j j+l' p 
(4.17) 

on 



where 

RKL = 1 + At/( (l-a)Dp£ ) [ Co£K. + K ^ (l-or)p£ |U£| ] n (4.18) 

RKV = 1 + At/Ca^J [ C0VKi + Kgw aPg |Ug| + Sg/Vm f ^ ^ 

Equations (4.16) and (4.17) are then combined to solve for F and F,. The 
results are shown below 

n Fg = { Vn + AAt/Vm [ gc (?. - Pj+1) (aAp + 

d-^Ap At (Sg/Vm + K.Coje)/[( l-cr^p* RKL] ) ] 

n n n 
+ L At/( (1-a) p£RKL ) (Sg/Vm + K.C^) } 

/ { RKV - At K./( (1-a) p£a Pg ) ( Sg/Vm + K.Co£ ) } 

(4.20) 

F£ = { L + AAt/Vm [ gc (P. - P.+1) ( (l-a)Ap (4.21) 
n n n n n n 

+ AtK.C aA /(a p RKV) ) ] + AtK.C /(a p RKV) V } / 1 ov p rg 1 ov g 

2 n a a n n 
{ RKL - At K.C / ( a p RKV (1-a) p j (S /V + K.) } I ov' g rJfc g m I 
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Coefficients are defined to reduce the momentum equations to a more 
tractable form; definitions of the coefficients follow immediately 
from Equations (4.20) and (4.21) above. 

n n 

h = \
 + V

 (P
J ■ V (4

'
23) 

Equations (4.22) and (4.23) have the desired form that the liquid and 
vapor flows are dependent on coefficients determined from old time 
quantities and on the new time pressures. 

P as a Function of Pressure 
The pressure relationship for p is available through the equation 

of state, P = p R T . Because the system is assumed to operate isotherm 
mally, 

3£g _ 3£g 3P = J _ 3P (4#24) 
at " 3P at RT at 

S as a Function of Pressure 
The pressure dependence of the air source, S = K V (1- a) ( p - P a s a t ^ 

is obtained by solving for p and p a s a t as a function of pressure 
and substituting those relationships into the definition. Equation (3.13), 
the equation of state for p . may be used directly. The pressure 
dependence of p is obtained as follows. 

The liquid continuity equation is first multiplied by p ./ p, and 
aj i 

subtracted from the dissolved air continuity equation to yield, 
n n *n 

(1-a) Vc (pa - pa) / At + (pa - pa.) F£./p2 

-
 (
Paj-l - P.j) F

£j-1 / P* s -
 k
g
V
c
 (1

-
a) (p

a - Pasat^ 
Equation (4.25) is then solved for p . 

(4.25) 
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pa = [ (1-a) paVc/At - pa F£./p£ + Pa
nF£ j . l / P j e + KgVc ( l - a / p ^ ] / 

(4. 

[ (1-a) Vc/At - F£j/p£ + F£j.l/Pje + KgVc(l-a)Q ] 

Substitution of the liquid momentum equation for F, and of the equation 
of state for Pasat produces the desired functional form, p = f(p). 

The Pressure Equation 

Substituting the preceeding relationships for p , F F and S into 
g v l g 

the volumetric form of the mixture mass conservation equation (Equation 
(4.13)) yields an equation which is a function of only old time qualities 
and new time pressure. The result is called the pressure equation, and 
is solved iteratively by a Newton-Raphson method. The solution method 
is described next. 

Solution of the Pressure Equation 

The solution sequence begins by evaluating tentative values for 
the liquid and vapor flows, K and F , via the momentum relationships, 
Equations (4.22) and (4.23), based on old time pressures. 

The mixturemass conservation equation will not necessarily be satis
fied by these flows and an error will therefore exist. In functional 
form this can be expressed as 

C(P) = E (4.27) 

where C is the volumetric mixture mass conservation equation (Equation 
(4.13)) and E is the error. We now desire a pressure correction to re
duce the error to zero. The specific pressure correction is obtained 
by differentiating Equation (4.27) with respect to pressure and rearranging 
to obtain 

[ 6C(P)/6P ] 6P + [ 6C(P)/6P. ] 6P. + [ 6C(P)/6P. , ] 6P. = 6E (4.28) 
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The required error correction is determined such that the current error 
plus the to-be-evaluated correction equals zero, ie, E.+6E = 0, or 
6'E = -E.. With knowledge of the pressure dependence of the mixture mass 
conservation equation,it is laborious but straight forward to obtain 
the coefficients6C/6P , 6C/6Pj-:L, and 6C/6P j + r . The set of Equations (4.28) 
for all cells is a tridiagonal matrix which, is solved very efficiently 
for 6p .. New pressures are then evaluated, P = P +6P . The liquid 
and vapor flow rates are updated via the momentum equations, p and 
p . are updated from the equations of state, Pa is updated via Equa
tion (4.26) and the air source is updated via Equation (3.17). The void 
fraction is also updated at this time by solving the combined gas/liquid 
continuity equation for a , applying the constraint,.0001 < a < .9999, 
so that a small amount of each phase is always present in each calcula
tion cell. 

If equation (4.27) was linear in pressure, the newly calculated 
tentative solution would exactly satisfy the momentum and continuity 
equations; however, it is nonlinear in pressure and the just described 
solution does not exactly satisfy the equation set. Iteration is thus 
required, and the procedure (evaluate the volumetric continuity error; 
update the pressure, flow rates, p , p , p , S and a ) must be 
repeated until the maximum error is less than a small, user-determined 
value. 
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Section V 
CODE VERIFICATION 

Comparisons between calculations and analytical solutions for a 
friction!ess and damped CAES system have been performed to aid in code 
verification. These hypothetical test problems consider a closed cavern, 
U-bend and compensation leg. Three initial conditions: high water level, 
low water level and water level within the U-bend, cover the range of 
conditions for which this code was designed. A small perturbation is 
introduced at time 0.0 and the oscillatory fluid response is calculated 
and compared to the analytical solution. 

These sample problems test the coding of vapor compressibility and 
the overal continuity-momentum equation solution. The air source has 
been set to zero and, therefore9 these calculations do not offer veri
fication for that process or any significant two-fluid interactions. 

Figure V-l illustrates the system and intial condition with the 
liquid level in the U-bend. Given a perturbation, the oscillation perid 
from the exact solution is 43.7 seconds. Figure V-2 shows the calculated 
response and the 43.7 second period from the exact solution. The results 
are in excellent agreement. 

Figure V-3 shows the high water level initial condition and the 
exact solution period of 133.0 seconds. The difference between the high 
water level period and that when the water level was in the U-bend is 
due to the relative importance of compressibility and due to the signi
ficant area change between the cavern and the compensation leg. Results 
of the calculation and the exact solution are shown in Figure V-4. The 
agreement is again excellent. 

Linear frictional damping, -Cu, was then added to this problem to 
obtain an underdamped flow response. The analytical solution for this 
problem yields a damped oscillation with period equal to that of the 
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frictionless case and a 30% damping between oscillations, dictated by 
the selection of the friction coefficient, C. Figure V-5 shows that 
the calculation and exact solution are in good agreement. 

The last test problem simulates the low water level condition de
picted in Figure V-6. The period from the exact solution, 388.0 seconds 
is shown along with the calculated results in Figure V-7. 

While these sample calculations are necessarily simplified repre
sentations of flow response in CAES, they do demonstrate that the dynamics 
of flow oscillations are correctly calculated by the computer program. 
Including more complex phenomena in these test problems, such as the 
release of dissolved air, would eliminate the possibility of comparing 
to a simple exact solution. Demonstration of the computer program's pre
dictive ability for more complex situations therefore requires compari
son to experimental data or other engineering estimates of the Champagne 
Effect. 

It would be desirable to have detailed data pertaining to oscilla
tory two-phase flow with dissolved air releases at varying degrees of 
air saturation and pipe diameter. Experimental data including all phen
omenal expected in CAES systems is unfortunately not known to be publically 
available, and it is therefore not possible to verify all models used in 
the computer program. 

The present unavailability of certain experimental data does not, 
however, negate the usefullness of this analysis tool because many of 
the areas of uncertainty can be bounded by physical and observed limita
tions. The air source is one such example, and although a precise de
scription of air release may never be possible, in the limit it is known 
that air release can be no greater than that defined by saturation. 

This computer program has been designed with knowledge of these 
uncertainties, and it has consequently been structured to allow user 
investigation of a wide range of constitutive models and parameters. 
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The significance of the recognized uncertainties is that they pertain 
to constitutive relationships and not the general analysis model which 
is thought to be general and descriptive of Champagne Effect phenomena. 
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Section VI 
ANALYSIS RESULTS 

The analytical model was used to calculate the dynamic response of 
a CAES facility similar to that proposed by Acres American for PEPCO. 
The purpose of these calculations was to provide enlightenment of the 
operational characteristics of the system with respect to the Champagne 
Effect. While no attempt was made to optimize the proposed design, it 
is hoped that these results can clarify current design issues and indi
cate directions for design refinement. 

The analysis consisted of two parts. The first was a study of in
dividual parameters to access specific impact on the Champagne Effect 
from design, operational and constitutive model features. This part 
was conducted as a comparative effect study. A base case was selected 
and compared to calculations where one specific change was made to as
certain if the system was more or less stable. This analysis provided 
a table of parameters that improve, aggrevate, or are neutral with re
spect to the influence of the Champagne Effect on operations. 

It was then possible to proceed to the second part of the analysis— 
a "worst case" simulation. Given the design, parameters were selected 
to accentuate the influence of the Champagne Effect and thereby create 
a worst case type problem. It should be noted that no attempt was made 
to find the worst combination of parameters. Rather, within 
the context of a reasonable design and constitutive modeling bounded 
either by physical or experimentally determined limits, calculational 
inputs were established consistent with the findings from the separate 
effect comparisons that accentuated the Champagne Effect. Results of 
this calculation indicate that the Champagne Effect is unlikely to 
cause blowout for a properly designed CAES system. 
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SEPARATE EFFECT STUDY 
Results of the separate effect study are summarized in Table VI-1 

showing design, operational and correlation parameters that reduce the 
influence of the Champagne Effect on CAES operation. Calculations to 
support this listing are not detailed; however, general comments follow 
on each point to impart the relative significance of each and to assure 
that each is understood. 

Design 

Deep Surface Reservoir 
A deep surface reservoir suppresses the Champagne Effect because 

the pressure at the bottom of the reservoir is relatively constant at 
the hydrostatic pressure for liquid. For example, a reservoir 100 feet 
deep establishes an approximately constant, 4 atmosphere pressure at the 
compensation pipe; essentially eliminating the degradation of the hydro
static head (the concern of the Champagne Effect) in this region. Also, 
the deep reservoir limits the Champagne Effect influence below the deep 
surface reservoir by providing a higher minimum pressure so that bubbles 
expand relatively less. 

Provide Bottom Contouring 
The cavern pressurization characteristic changes dramatically as the 

cavern empties and water level enters the U-bend. The reason for this 
change could be used to establish a desired low water-level cavern pres
sure response. The basic idea is to contour the bottom of the cavern to 
provide additional water level change per unit of volume of air stored 
prior to the water level entering the U-bend. 

The following sketch shows that the above idea might be implemented 
by providing a well in the cavern at the U-bend entrance. 
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Design Parameters 

- Include deep surface reservoir 
- Provide cavern bottom contouring 
- Modify design (not yet considered) 

U-bend 
Flow restricting orifice 
Pipe Diameter 

Operational Parameters 

- Reduce compressor start-up rate 
- Reduce compressor flow rate 
- Impede air dissolution rate 
- Charge from high water level 

Correlation Parameters 

- Increased Wall Friction 
- Reduced interfacial friction 
- Model nonequilibrium air source 

Table VI-1. Parameter Variations Reducing the Champagne Effect. 
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Compensation Pipe 

When the water level is above the cavern floor, the pressure in the 
cavern increases slightly as air is charged into the cavern. This is be
cause the stored air volume expands against the nearly constant hydro
static pressure. The hydrostatic pressure, however, increases slightly 
as cavern water level decreases assuming for now there is no head degra
dation from the Champagne Effect. When the water level enters the well, 
the stored air volume continues to expand; however, the hydrostatic pres
sure now builds at a faster rate per unit of air charged into the cavern. 
The net effect of this change is that the volume expansion of the cavern 
air is less and there is lower velocity flow in the compensation pipe. 

The primary difference between the above idea and the hydrostatic 
head effect of the U-bend is one of dynamics and pressurization charac
teristic. If the cavern empties with a high velocity in the U-bend, the 
resulting hydrostatic head increase would also have to stop the flow to 
reach equilibrium. The flow "inertia" would require a certain amount 
of U-bend depth for this to occur. From this analysis to date, it is 
not known if this would exceed the depth required to prevent blowout for 
an equilibrium cavern over pressure. This bottom contouring design fea
ture could be viewed as a safety design feature should a designed flow 
restriction fail during operation. It is offered for consideration to 
the cavern designers. 

Air Pipe *r^-

b<̂ rf̂ rf*.»i* 0^^J^Jkm^* ^m0>**m*ma*m^A^t* ^J 

Well 

A2 



Fluid Friction 
The analysis results indicate that fluid friction provides damping 

to flow oscillations. It is also the factor which prevents uncontrolled 
cavern flow that could lead to blowout. It, together with the reduction 
in cavern pressure, also provides the forces which balance the reduced 
hydrostatic head caused by the Champagne Effect. The combination of 
these factors (cavern pressure, friction, reduced hydrostatic head) 
combine to define the steady operating point for the cavern once the 
start-up transient is completed. 

The following sketch illustrates the effect of air saturation on 
the cavern pressure versus charging rate. 

no dissolved air 

Pressure 
Increasing Dissolved Air 

Charging Rate 

The cavern pressure is shown to increase with charging rate if the 
water does not contain dissolved air. This is caused by fluid friction. 
With increasing dissolved air, the pressure initially decreases with 
charging rate due to the reduction of hydrostatic head caused by the 
Champagne Effect. The pressure decrease stops as the charging rate in
creases due to increased frictional resistance from the higher flow rate. 
The amount of pressure reduction is related to the initial dissolved air 
concentration and the charging flow rate. 
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The following sketch illustrates the same plot for fixed initial 
dissolved air concentration, but as a function of the friction coeffi
cient. 

Pressure 
Increasing Friction 

Charging Rate 

In both cases, friction turns the pressure curve around. The final 
operating point would depend upon operation and design specifics. Pipe 
diameter, surface roughness and placement of flow restrictions would be 
the primary options for the designer. 

Operational Parameters 

Reduce Compressor Start-up Rate 
Compressor start-up rate is the time between the start of one com

pressor and the start of the next. Increasing this time allows the sys
tem more time to approach equilibrium with respect to previous 
compressor perturbations; thereby minimizing the impact of subsequent 
compressor flows. 

Reduce Compressor Flow Rate 
The compressor flow rate effectively defines the magnitude of the 

start-up transient. Reduced compressor flow rates therefore lead to 
reduced flow and pressure oscillations. 
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Impede Air Dissolution Rate 

The initial amount of dissolved air in the liquid significantly 
affects the start-up transient because it is this amount of air that is 
available to cause the Champagne Effect. If actions are taken to impede 
the air dissolution rate, start-up transients will accordingly be reduced. 

Charge from High Water Level 

All other parameters being the same, flow oscillations are maximum 
when start-up begins at the low water level. It may therefore be desir
able, for example, to institute different charging schemes depending on 
water level position. 

Correlation Parameters 

Increased Wall Friction 

Friction reduces the Champagne Effect by inhibiting the flow at any 
charging rate as was previously discussed. Surface roughness, pipe dia
meter and flow restrictions should therefore be designed accordingly. 
Friction factor correlations used in analysis should be selected care
fully because of the significance of frictional forces. 

Reduced Interfacial Friction 

Reducing interfacial friction either by a change in the bubble drag 
coefficient, C. , or by increasing the distributional parameter, C , 
allows more gas to exit the compensation pipe and therefore reduces the 
Champagne Effect. Conservative coefficients are recommended when un
certainty exists. 

Nonequilibrium Air Source 

Maximum flow oscillations in the calculations performed occur when 
the air source is modeled such that the maximum amount of air is released 
from the liquid. Reducing the transfer coefficient for nucleation or 
instituting a threshold supersaturation results in reduced oscillations. 
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
It is desirable to have conservatively oriented calculations to 

assess the impact of the Champagne Effect on CAES operations because 
uncertainty exists in some parameters. Conservatism is obtained by 
bounding model input and not by changing the analytical model. The 
analytical model is quite general and dictates the phenomena that can 
be modeled; for example, inertial effects and relative phase motion are 
determined directly from the model. Conservatism is not obtained by 
altering this mathematical representation. 

In an attempt to be conservative for these sample calcula
tions, the model inputs were selected to accentuate the Champagne 
Effect. 

Two sample calculations will be presented. Parameters adding to 
conservatism in the first calculation, a worst case simulation, are: 
1) a low water level, 2) full charging rate, 3) maximum initial dissolved 
air, 4) approximately homogeneous wall friction, 5) interfacial friction 
for small diameter bubbles, and 6) equilibrium deaeration without dis
solution. While we believe these specifications make the calculation 
highly conservative, we did not attempt to find "the" worst case. 

The boundary conditions for this case are atmospheric pressure at 
the reservoir and a sequential start-up of the four compressors at five 
minute intervals with a 15 second start-up ramp between initiation and 
full flow for each compressor. A maximum air flow of 2640 lbm/sec is 
obtained at 915 seconds and is maintained at that value for the remainder 
of the calculation. The nodalization and initial water level position 
is shown in Figure VI-1. 

Figure VI-2 shows the volumetric flow rate of the charging air. 
The charging air initially pressurizes the cavern which in turn causes 
liquid to flow up the compensation pipe. Deaeration begins as the liquid 
motion causes local supersaturated of dissolved air. Degradation of the 
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hydrostatic head results and fluid within the compensation pipe then 
accelerates toward the reservoir. Oscillations result in response to 
the forces previously discussed. 

Figure VI-3 shows the liquid velocity at Node 39, the highest velo
city region in the system. An oscillatory characteristic is shown with 
a maximum velocity of approximately 18 feet/second. The velocity is sig
nificantly reduced beyond 4000 seconds because the liquid level in the 
cavern has entered the well and the cavern begins pressurizing as the 
liquid level drops and the hydrostatic head correspondingly increases. 
This hydrostatic pressurization is a most important damping feature of 
CAES design. Figure VI-4 shows the air source at Node 39. The air source 
is positive during upflow as water containing a high concentration of 
dissolved air enters this region. During flow reversal, the air source 
is zero because liquid with a low air concentration from the reservoir 
flows into the higher pressure compensation pipe. The flow reversal also 
causes a reduction in the dissolved air concentration throughout the com
pensation pipe. Figure VI-5 shows the cavern pressure at Node 6. Pres
sure decreases are consistent with the air release and associated pres-
reduction in hydrostatic head in the compensation pipe. The pressure 
increase starting at approximately 4000 seconds is caused by an increasing 
hydrostatic head as the liquid level drops from the large area cavern to 
the relatively small area well. Figure VI-6 shows the void fraction at 
Node 39. Maximum void fractions are consistent with periods of signifi
cant deaeration, minimum cavern pressure and maximum fluid velocity. 

As a contrast to the full charging illustration at low water level, 
another calculation was run utilizing all features of the previous example 
except the initial cavern water level was raised to Node 6 of Figure VI-1. 
This case represents a more typical condition from which full charging 
would be applied. This calculation is also conservative with respect to 
the Champagne Effect because bounding initial conditions and constitutive 
relationships were again used. Figure VI-7 shows the resulting liquid 
and air velocities at Node 39. This result shows only modest oscillatory 
behavior and a quasi-steady condition is reached by 2000 seconds. 
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LIQUID VELOCITY AT NODE 39 
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Figure VI-3. Liquid Velocity at Node 39. 



AIR SOURCE AT NODE 39 
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Figure VI-4. Air Source at Node 39. 



CAVERN PRESSURE at NODE 6 
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Figure VI-5. Cavern Pressure at Node 6. 
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Figure VI-6. Void Fraction at Node 39. 



VAPOR VELOCITY AT NODE 39 
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Figure VI-7. Velocity at Node 39. 
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Section VIII 

Appendix: HCAESS Computer Program Description 
and User Instructions 

The calculations described in the body of this report were per
formed with the HCAESS (Hydraulically Compensated Compressed Air Energy 
Storage Simulation) computer program. The purpose of this appendix is 
to describe the structure of the CAESS computer program and to detail 
input data required for problem simulation. 

SUBROUTINE STRUCTURE AND DESCRIPTION 
Figure AL1 shows the computer program subroutine structure. A brief 

summary of each subroutine follows. 
PROGRAM HCAESS-

HCAESS is the executive routine which directs the overall sequence 
of events leading to the problem solution. 
SUBROUTINE SETUP-

All problem initialization is accomplished in this subroutine. 
Required inputs to the mathematical model are summarized below: 

• Geometry and Nodalization 
• Equations of State 
• Boundary Conditions 
• Initial Conditions 
• Correlation 

- Wall Friction 
- Interfacial Friction 
- Air Source 

Details of input requirements are contained in the following section 
of the appendix. 
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(START) 

CALL SETU P 

CALL MAXDT 

CALL OLDTBC 
CALL WF IF 

CALL MOMF 

CALL ITERAT 

YES 

/CALL RESULT/ 

CALL TILDA 

CALL El J 

CALL SOLVE 

YES 

/ CALL PLOTPR / 

(END) 
Figure A-1. Flow Diagram for Main Program-HCAESS 
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SUBROUTINE MAXDT -
The maximum permissible time step size is determined in this sub

routine based on user selected values of Courant number and maximum 
desired time step. 
SUBROUTINE OLDTBC -

This subroutine sets old time variables and new time boundary condi
tions. OLDTBC calls two other subroutines. The first is WFIF which 
calculates wall and interfacial friction factors, and the second is MOMF 
which calculates the explicit momentum flux terms. 
SUBROUTINE ITERATE -

Subroutine ITERATE controls the iterative solution for a specific 
time step. ITERATE calls three other subroutines. The first is TILDA 
which calculates the coefficients of the liquid and vapor momentum equa
tions depending on old time quantities and then sets the tilda flows 
based on these newly evaluated coefficients and the presently known pres
sures. 

An iterative do loop is then entered. ITERATE calls Subroutine EIJ 
which evaluates the error in the volumetric form of the mixture mass 
conservation equations and determines the derivative of the error equa
tion with pressure. ITERATE next calls SOLVE which determines the pres
sure adjustments and updates all dependent variables. 

The iteration procedure continues until the user-supplied convergence 
criteria is satisfied or the user-supplied maximum number of iterations 
are performed. 
SUBROUTINE RESULT -

Calculated results are output from this subroutine. 

DATA INPUT 
Code initialization is set by data statements in Subroutine Setup 

to establish geometry, physical properties, friction correlations, ini
tial conditions, boundary conditions, calculational parameters and printer 
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plot information. A general description of code input and a specific 
example for the sample problem provided with the code are discussed in 
this section of the report. 

Before proceeding with the detailed data description, the user 
should be familiar with the general approach used to describe a parti
cular problem. The first step is to assure familiarity with the posi
tions at which variables are defined. Figure A-2 reviews variable 
placement on the calculational grid and shows two momentum cells (bounded 
by pressure P, and P2, and by P2 and P~) and one continuity cell (bounded 
by velocities U-. and Up). The geometry is defined by the area, A., at 
the momentum cell boundaries and by the distance between pressures. 
The area is assumed to vary linearily over DX if the bounding areas are 
not equal. Continuity cell boundaries are defined midway between momen
tum cell boundaries, and fluid properties: a , P-J , p and P a; are 
assumed constant within a continuity cell. 

The second step in problem setup is to draw a picture of the air 
pipe, cavern, compensation pipe and reservoir, and determine the nodal-
ization. Figure A-3 depicts nodalization of the sample problem provided 
in the code which is used as an example for the input data description. 
The nodalization shown represents continuity-cell boundaries. The rela
tively fine nodalization in the cavern and lower well is used to provide 
detail of the mixture level as the liquid level receeds into the well, 
and that near the reservoir and top of the compensation pipe is used 
to assure detail where the air dissolution process is most significant. 
Relatively coarse nodalization is used in regions such as the air shaft 
where detail is not required. It is important to note that the first 
and last cells are used for boundary condition information only; results 
are not calculated for these positions. 

Code input is described in general by input group and specifically 
for the sample problem in the following discussion. 
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Figure A-2. Variable Placement on the Calculational Grid. 
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RESERVOIR 

Figure A-3. System Nodalization. 
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TITLE 
The problem title is input using a Hollerith format and may be up 

to 50 characters in length. See the sample problem input, Figure A-4, 
as an example. 

NODE NUMBERS 
Node numbers, ITYP(I), are input for e^ery node for which input 

data will be entered. Data may be entered for ewery node or, if several 
nodes are the same, repetative data may not be required. Numbering 
must be ordered from high to low, beginning with the highest cell. The 
last entry must be a 0. For example, assume a problem with 10 nodes. 
Three permissible inputs are: 

DATA ITYP / 10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,0 / 
DATA ITYP /-10/ 
DATA ITYP / 10,5,4,1,0 / 

The first statement specifies that node dependent data (areas, etc.) 
will be entered for e\/ery node. The second entry, negative the highest 
node number, is another way to specify that data will be entered for 
every node. The third statement specifies that node dependent data 
will be entered only for Nodes 10, 5, 4 and 1. Data for nodes not 
specified are assumed to be same as those for the next highest numbered 
node for which data is input. Therefore, in the third example, data 
for Nodes 9, 8, 7 and 6 are the same as those for Node 10; and data for 
Nodes 3 and 2 are the same as those for Node 4. 

In the sample problem, data is entered for 24 nodes out of a total 
number of 51. 

GEOMETRY 
Required geometric data are ATYP(I), DXTYP(I) and GTYP(I) for every 

node specified by ITYP(I). These data must be input in the same order 
as the node numbers. 
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c 
C I' PUT DATA STATEMENTS c c ********** c ********** 
C TITLE 
C ********** 

DATA TITLF /8HSAMPLE P,8HRQQLEM / 
C ********** 
C NODE NUMBERS FOR WHICH DATA IS ENTERED 
C ********** 

DATA ITYP /51, 19, 46, '|5, 40, 39, 37, 32, 31, 29, 
$ 28, 27, 15, 14, 13, 12, 9, 8, 7, 6, 
S 5, 4, 3,1,0/ 

C ********** 
C GEOHETRY 
C ********** 

DATA DXTVP / 8., 8., 20., 30.', 10.', 45.', 416.8, 
$ 180.,283.14, 
% 20.,8.333, 3., 4., 3., 3., 3., 3., 27., ?7., 4 
$ 2.,929.6, 929.6 / 
DATA ATYP/ 2*.7u9E6,2*1963,5, 3*132.7, 3*5o.*26, 
3 2*1963,5, 9*.?526Et>,3*12.57/ 
DATA GTYP/ 9*(-l.), .8150, 14*1./ 

C ********** 
c PROPERTIES 
c ********** 

DATA RViATM»RHOF#VAVW / .0763 ,6<J .3 ,6 .38 fc>6 / 
DATA V ISLFVJSV,S IGMA / 7 . 5 3 t ~ 4 , 1 . l 9 E - 5 , 4 . 9 8 E - 3 / 
DATA HEN0#HF.N1,XMGAS,XMLIQ / 6 . 2 E 4 , 4 3 3 . 8 , 2 8 . 9 7 , 1 8 . 0 / 

C * * * * * * * * * * 
C INTERFACIAL FRICTION PARAMETERS 
C * * * * * * * * * * 

DATA CRT*EB,DBMAX,CBi,CB2,CQ3#CB4 / 2 5 . , . 4 , 2 4 0 , , ? 4 . , 1 
DATA C i£RUi fCER02 / i . 0 , 0 . 0 / 

C * * * * * * * * * * 
C rtALL FRICTION COEFFICIENTS 
C * * * * * * * * * * 

DATA ALAMrATUR,BTUR,CTUR,DTUR /64 . * , ."316, o ; # - . 2 5 , . 0 1 5 / 
C * * * * * * * * * * 
C LOSS COEFFICIENTS 
C * * * * * * * * * * 

DATA COETYP / 4 0 * 0 . / 
C * * * * * * * * * * 
C IN IT IAL CONDITIONS 
C * * * * * * * * * * 

Figure A-4. Sample Problem Data Statements. 
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c c c 

c c c 

c c c c c c 

DATA MJiP /l.,19*u,,'4*i./ 
DATA IAIR / U / 
DATA PT3P /2116.8/ 
********** 
TRANSIENT BOUNDARY CONDITIOM3 
********** 
DATA COMPF,RA>iP,QFF,Ti,T2,13,T4 / 660,, lb., 5000,*,0 
3 900./ 
********** 
CALCULAT1UNAL AND OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
********** 
OATA C!)URM,DEUAT,ECONV,MAXII /.s, ,5,5.F-6,7/ 
f>ATA Cf}URM,DELT.*T,ECnNV,MAXlT / , S , 2 . , 5 . E - 6 , 7 / 
DATA NUDT,NPRINT,XHAXT/ 200,3000,2000./ 
********** 
PRINTER PLOT SPECIFICATION 

SEC," 

WARNING, WRITE STATEMENTS IN THE l̂AlN PROGRArt 
CONSISTENT *ITH PRINTER PLOT INPUT DATA 
********** 
DATA ALLTIT / 
I "TIHE 
$,"VFLX 39 " 
5,»VFLX 1 
$,"AL 39 
$," P 6 
$,"UV 39 
$,"UL 39 
S,"SAIR 39 
$/ 

DATA IPLTQ / 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 0 / 

r 
H 

It 

» 
n 
it 
ti 
u 

H 

ft 

f l 

ft 

f l 

t l 

I? 

MUST 

c 
c 

Figure A-4 (continuted). Sample Problem Data Statements. 



ATYP(I) - Flow area, ft . ATYP is defined at the boundaries 
of the momentum computational cell (see Figure A-2). 

DXTYP(I) - Distance, ft, between boundaries of the momentum com
putational cell (see Figure A-2). 

GTYP(I) - Gravitational factor, dimensionless. The gravita
tional force over the momentum computational cell 
is defined as g = GTYP*(32.2 ft/sec2). GTYP is 
defined as negative cosine of the cell orientation 
where 0° is defined for a vertical cell with positive 
(from node i to i+1) flow upward. For example, 
GTYP equals -1. if the node is vertical and positive 
flow is upward, and GTYP equals 1.0 if the node is 
vertical and positive flow is downward. 

The geometry input section for the sample problem, Figure A-4, illu
strates geometrical input via Data Statements. Data is input for every 
node defined by ITYP. Note also the shorthand input method possible with 
Data Statements (integer constant*value) where, for example, DATA DUMY/3*.04/ 
is the same as DATA DUMY/.04,.04,.04/ 

PROPERTIES 
3 RV1ATM - Vapor density, Ibm/ft , for air at 14.7 psia and the 

user determined reference temperature. Perfect gas 
behavior is assumed for the vapor, therefore, 
Pg = P-RV1ATM/(14.7 psia) 

3 
RHOF - Liquid density, Ibm/ft , at the user determined re

ference temperature. Liquid density is assumed to 
be independent of pressure. 

HENO v Coefficients used in the determination of P a s a t 

HEN1 / 
\ p s p XMGAS 

XMGAS 1 asat (HEN0+HEN1*(P-1)) XMLIQ 
XMLIQ ' Compare to Equation (3.13). 
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VISL 
VISV 
SIGMA 

Liquid viscosity, lbm/(sec-ft) 
Vapor viscosity, lbm/(sec-ft) 
Surface tension, lbf/ft 

INTERFACIAL FRICTION PARAMETERS 
CRTWEB 
DBMAX 
CB1,CB2 
CB3.CB4 

CZER01. 
CZER02 

Critical Weber number for bubbles, dimensionless. 
Maximum bubble diameter, ft. 

Coefficients used to determine the interfacial 
drag coefficient, CB, in conjunction with the 
bubble Reynolds number, Re. , such that, 
Reb 1 •1» CB=CB1 

.1 < Reb i 2.0, CB = CB2/Reb 
2.0 < Re., CB = CB3/Re. b b 
Coefficients used to determine C , the distribution 
parameter: C = CZER01 - CZER02*(pQ/ J*5 

o * pi 

WALL FRICTION 
The wall friction factor is defined as the maximum of the laminar 

and turbulent values as evaluated by the mixture Reynolds number, Re m 
ALAM 
ATUR 
BTUR 
CTUR 
OTUR 

used to evaluate f, m = ALAM/Rem lam m 

Coefficients used to evaluate the turbulent friction 
factor f. where, 
f. = maximum (ATUR*Re t m 

CTUR +BTUR.DTUR) 

LOSS COEFFICIENTS 
COETYP(I) - loss coefficient defined for the node number, ITYP. 
Sample input for properties and friction factors is illustrated for 

the sample problem in Figure A-4. 
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INITIAL CONDITIONS 
ALTYP, IAIR and PTOP are required initial conditions. Initial 

flows are assumed to be zero. 
ALTYP(I) 

IAIR 

PTOP 

Nodal void fractions defined for the node numbers 
ITYP(I). 
Initial values of Pa are set to the minimum of the 
saturation value at the cell pressure and Pas^T 
for the cell IAIR. 

? Atmospheric pressure at the reservoir, lbf/ft . 

TRANSIENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The air-charging/discharge process is defined by following input 

parameters: 
COMPF - Air flow rate, lbm/sec, of one compressor. 
T1J2 
T3,T4 

OFF 

Times, seconds, when compressors 1 through 4 start. 
RAMP - Time, seconds, between compressor initiation and 

full flow. 
Time, seconds, when all compressor flow stops. 

CALCULATIONAL PARAMETERS 
COURM 

DELTAT 
ECONV 

UAt Courant number, -j^- , used to determine the maxi
mum allowable At. 0. < COURM < 1. 
Maximum At regardless of that calculated from COURM. 
Convergence criteria, 
node liquid mass error/second + vapor mass error/second 

Mg c "^Fc 
or, %continuity error 

100 seconds 
The solution will iterate until the maximum error in 
any node is less than ECONV, but is required to iterate 
at least 2 times and will iterate a maximum of MAXIT 
(defined below) times. 
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Maximum number of iterations allowed at any one time 
step for convergence. 
Maximum number of time steps. 
Results are printed every NPRINT time steps. 
Maximum total time for the calculation. 

PRINTER PLOT SPECIFICATIONS 
Selected variables are written to TAPE17 every time step, or at 

equal intervals up to 75 times during the calculation, for use by the 
printer plot routine at the end of the calculation. Two actions are 
required to obtain printer plots. The first is to change the coding in 
the main program so that the appropriate variables are written to TAPE17 
during the calculation. Of these, the first value written must be the 
time. Figure A-5 is a listing of the variables output in the sample 
problem to provide an illustration of how this is done. The second 
step is to set the following data: 

ALLTIT - Hollerith data describing the variables written in 
the main program. For example, as shown in Figure 
A-4, the first title is TIME SEC which is used to 
describe the first variable written, TIME. 

IPLTQ(I) - An integer array whose numbers indicate variables 
to be plotted as a function of time. The last entry 
must be 0. For example, DATA IPLTQ/5,6,0/ directs 
plotting the fifth and sixth variables written from 
the main program. Recall that time is the first 
variable. 

MAXIT -

NODT 
NPRINT -
XMAXT -
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PLTARY(l) = TIME 
JDV = JSTV(2,39) 
JDL = JSTL(2,39) 
JDV = 1 
JDL = 1 
PLTARY(3) = VFLX(2,1) 
PLTARY(4) = AL(2,39) 
PLTARY(5) = P(2,6)/144. 
PLTARY(6) = RAIR(2,39) 
PLTARY(7) = UV(2,39) 
PLTARY(8) = UL(2,39) 
PLTARY(9) = SAIR(2,39) 

Figure A-5. Plot Variable Outputs From the Main Program 
Used in the Same Problem. 
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